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Abstract: Proximity to road traffic involves higher health risks because of atmospheric 
pollutants. In addition to outdoor air, indoor air quality contributes to overall exposure. In 
the framework of the BREATHE study, indoor and outdoor air pollution was assessed in 
39 schools in Barcelona. The study quantifies indoor and outdoor air quality during 
school hours of the BREATHE schools. High levels of fine particles (PM2.5), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), equivalent black carbon (EBC), ultrafine particle (UFP) number 
concentration and road traffic related trace metals were detected in school playgrounds 
and indoor environments. PM2.5 almost doubled (factor of 1.7) the usual urban 
background levels reported for Barcelona owing to high school-sourced PM2.5 
contributions: [1] an indoor-generated source characterised mainly by organic carbon 
(OC) from organic textile fibres, cooking and other organic emissions, and by calcium 
and strontium (chalk dust) and; [2] mineral elements from sand-filled playgrounds, 
detected both indoors and outdoors. The levels of mineral elements are unusually high 
in PM2.5 because of the breakdown of mineral particles during playground activities. 
Moreover, anthropogenic PM components (such as OC and arsenic) are dry/wet 
deposited in this mineral matter. Therefore, PM2.5 cannot be considered a good tracer of 
traffic emissions in schools despite being influenced by them. On the other hand, 
outdoor NO2, EBC, UFP, and antimony appear to be good indicators of traffic 
emissions. The concentrations of NO2 are 1.2 times higher at schools than urban 
background, suggesting the proximity of some schools to road traffic. Indoor levels of 
these traffic-sourced pollutants are very similar to those detected outdoors, indicating 
easy penetration of atmospheric pollutants. Spatial variation shows higher levels of 
EBC, NO2, UFP and, partially, PM2.5 in schools in the centre than in the outskirts of 
Barcelona, highlighting the influence of traffic emissions. Mean child exposure to 
pollutants in schools in Barcelona attains intermediate levels between urban 
background and traffic stations.  


